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Let K be a finite field of characteristic p. A polynomial f with coefficients in K
is said to be exceptional if it induces a permutation on infinitely many finite
extensions of K. Let t be a transcendental, and K be an algebraic closure of K.
The exceptional polynomials known to date are constructed from certain twists of
 .polynomials g, such that the splitting field of g X y t over K is rational. On the
other hand we know that except for p s 2 or 3, either the degree of an exceptional
polynomial f is a power of the characteristic p, or f is a Dickson polynomial. The
case deg f s p has been settled completely. We give a new series of exceptional
polynomials of degree pm with m even which does not follow the above mentioned
construction principle. We show under certain additional hypotheses that the
associated monodromy groups of exceptional polynomials will be severely re-
stricted. In particular, we determine precisely what the geometric monodromy
groups of exceptional polynomials of degree p2 will be. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet K be a field. If K is finite, then a polynomial f g K X is said to be
exceptional if it induces a permutation on infinitely many finite extensions
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of K. There is another notion of exceptionality which makes sense over
w xany field, and which is equivalent to the previous one if K is finite, see 5 .
w xDEFINITION. Let K be a field, and f g K X . Then f is said to be
 .  . w xexceptional if f X y f Y has no absolutely irreducible factor in K X, Y
except for scalar multiples of X y Y.
Up to now exceptional polynomials have been studied mostly over finite
fields. In the following survey of known results we assume a finite base
w x   ..field K. For them it is known 5, Sect. 3 , that the composition g h X of
polynomials is exceptional if and only if both g and h are. So the
investigation is reduced to those polynomials which are functionally inde-
composable over K.
 .Let t be a transcendental and L be the splitting field of f X y t over
Ã .K t , and denote by K the algebraic closure of K in L. We assume that
 .the derivative f 9 does not vanish}this is equivalent to saying that L N K t
 .is separable. Let A be the Galois group of L N K t . We regard A as a
Ã .   ..permutation group on the n roots of f X y t. Set G s Gal L N K t .
Then G is normal in A, with quotient being the Galois group of the cyclic
Ãextension K N K. The group A is usually called the arithmetic monodromy
group, and G is the geometric monodromy group of f. This latter group
 .  .coincides with the Galois group of f X y t over K t , where K is an
algebraic closure of K.
The main achievement in this area is the following classification result
w x w x  .  .from 5 . See also 15, Appendix for the case n, p s 1 giving i .
 .THEOREM 1.1 Fried, Guralnick, Saxl . Let K be a finite field of charac-
w xteristic p, and f g K X be indecomposable and exceptional of degree n. Let
G be the geometric monodromy group. Then one of the following holds.
 .i G is cyclic or dihedral of prime degree n / p.
 . m m  .ii n s p and G s F i H with H F GL p and G acting natu-p m
rally on F m.p
 .  4  . aiii p g 2, 3 , n s r r y 1 r2 with r s p , a G 3, odd, and G nor-
 .malizes PSL r in its transiti¨ e representation on n points.2
In particular, this solved the Carlitz conjecture which asserts that the
< < .degree of an exceptional polynomial over K is odd if K is odd for all
characteristics and the Carlitz]Wan conjecture for all characteristics )3.
An elementary proof of the Carlitz]Wan conjective was given by Lenstra
 w x.see 3, 11 .
 . w xTHEOREM 1.2 Lenstra . Let K be a finite field, and f g K X be
 < < .exceptional of degree n. Then K y 1, n s 1.
In the Appendix, we provide an elementary proof of a generalization of
the Carlitz]Wan conjecture. We consider exceptional covers rather than
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exceptional polynomials and do not assume the existence of a totally
ramified point. The proof uses very elementary group theory.
Consider the three cases in the classification theorem above. The cases
 .  .  .in i correspond up to linear changes to Dickson polynomials D a, Xn
 . n  .nof degree n, which are defined by D a, Z q arZ s Z q arZ forn
 .some a g K. The known cases belonging to ii are additive polynomials
and certain twists of them. It was unknown for a while whether there exist
 .  . w xexamples in iii . The first examples for p s 2, a s 3 were given in 16 ,
and subsequently generalized to an infinite series for p s 2 and each odd
w x w xa G 3 by Cohen and Matthews in 4 . Recently Lenstra and Zieve 12 gave
a similar series for p s 3. More importantly, they realized that all known
exceptional polynomials prior to this paper have the same underlying
 d.ny1.r dconstruction principle. Namely f has the form Xh X , for a divisor
d of n y 1, and setting d s 1 in the latter expression yields an exceptional
 .  .polynomial g such that the splitting field of g X y t over K t is
rational. The investigation of such polynomials is thus basically reduced to
 .  .subfields of K y , or to subgroups of PGL K . This has been carried out2
w xin 10 . However, in this paper we provide the first series of exceptional
polynomials which does not follow this construction.
 .Group theoretically, there is nothing left to investigate in the cases i
 .  .  w x.and iii . In case i all the possible polynomials are known see 5 . In case
 . w xiii there might be other cases than those given in 4, 12 , though it is
unlikely.
 .A big open territory is case ii . Note that the assertion of the
Carlitz]Wan conjecture is empty in this case. Also, there are very few
group theoretic constraints known. The first case to start with is n s p.
w xAlready this requires some work, and has been dealt with in 5, Sect. 5 . Up
to the twists described above and linear changes, the only examples of
exceptional polynomials are the Artin]Schreier polynomials X p y aX for
some a g K. The following theorem indicates that there might be other
sorts of exceptional polynomials if n s p2.
w xTHEOREM 1.3 8, Sect. 6 . Let K be a finite field of characteristic p and
w x 2f g K X be an indecomposable exceptional polynomials of degree n s p .
Let G be the geometric monodromy group as defined abo¨e, and denote by Gx
 .the stabilizer of a root of f X y t. Then one of the following holds.
 .i G is cyclic, and there are indeed examples.x
 .ii p is odd and G is dihedral.x
 .The cases corresponding to i are the direct analogs corresponding to
w x  .the case n s p, see 10 . We give a series corresponding to ii with G ofx
 . order 2 p q 1 , and we show that is the only possibility in terms of the
.monodromy groups .
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THEOREM 1.4. Let K be a field of odd characteristic p. Let q be a power
of p. With m g K set
a X s X 2 q y 2m X qq1 q 2m X q q m2 X 2 q 2m2 X q m2 . .m
Define
q .qq1 r2 q qa X q X y m X q m X y m X y m .  .  .m
f X s . .m q2 X
 .Then f is exceptional o¨er K pro¨ided that m is not a q y 1 st power inm
K F .q
In particular, if K is a finite field containing F , then f is a permutationq m
 .polynomial on K whene¨er K does not contain a q y 1 st root of m.
 .Furthermore, the polynomials f belong to class ii of Theorem 1.3.m
Remark. Looking at the numerator in the formula for f modulo X q,m
we see that it is indeed divisible by X q, so f is a monic polynomial ofm
degree q2. In the course of proving Theorem 1.4, we will establish many
more properties of the polynomials f . For instance, we will see Remarkm
.after Proposition 3.1 that the polynomials f are inequivalent for distinctm
values of m, that is, they do not differ by compositions with linear
polynomials. So we have a proper 1]parameter family for each degree.
 4Another special case of the theorem is the following. If m g F _ 0, 1 ,q
then f is exceptional over F and so also over any subfield of Fq q
.containing m .
The polynomials constructed above have another very interesting prop-
erty. They are indecomposable at infinity, which means the following.
DEFINITION. Use the notation from above, and let x be a root of
 .  .   ..f X y t. Denote the completion of K x or K t with respect to the
 .   ..    .. .infinite place of K x by K x or K t . We say that f is indecom-` `
  ..   ..posable at infinity if K t is a maximal subfield of K x .` `
This turns out to be quite a strong property. We investigate such
polynomials and characterize their possible geometric monodromy groups.
w xIn particular, this refines the results of 8 on indecomposable polynomials
with affine monodromy groups. See Theorem 2.2 in particular. More
generally, we show that if f is a polynomial which is indecomposable at
infinity, then either f has prime degree, or the degree n is a power of the
characteristic, and the monodromy group is affine or is quite restricted
 .see Corollary 7.2 . This last result depends on a purely group theoretic
 .result of independent interest see Theorem 7.1 which extends results of
w x w xMortimer 14 and a recent result of Berger 2 .
We thank Mike Zieve for comments on an earlier version of this paper.
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2. POLYNOMIALS WITH AFFINE
MONODROMY GROUPS
Let m be a positive integer, and p a prime. We call a transitive and
. mfaithful permutation group G of degree p affine if it has a transitive
elementary abelian normal subgroup N. In this case, the points G is acting
on can be identified with N, and G acts naturally as a subgroup of
 .AGL p on N.m
Throughout this section let K be a field of characteristic p, and K its
w x malgebraic closure. Let f g K X be a polynomial of degree n s p which
is not a pth power of another polynomial, and denote by A and G the
arithmetic and geometric monodromy groups of f over K, respectively. We
say that f is of affine type if A is affine. Note that if A is affine and
primitive, then G is also affine, because A has a unique minimal normal
subgroup which therefore is contained in G.
This section provides results about indecomposable affine polynomials
w xwhich go well beyond 8, Sect. 6 .
 .Let t be a transcendental. Let x , x , . . . , x be the roots of f X y t in1 2 n
 .  .an algebraic closure of K t , and let L s K x , x , . . . , x be the splitting1 2 n
 .  .field of f X y t over K t . We use valuation theory to determine the
precise structure of G under certain assumptions. Note that G s
Ã  ..   ..  .Gal L N K t ( Gal KL N K t . We identify the places of K t with K j
 4  4` , and say that w g K j ` is a branch point of f if the corresponding
 .  .place is ramified in KL. Let p be a place of K t , and denote by G p ,i
i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , the ramification groups of a place of KL lying above p. See
w x  .18, III.8; 17, Chap. IV for definitions and results. The groups G p arei
determined up to conjugacy, as the places of KL which lie above p are
permuted transitively by G. This ambiguity does not matter in the follow-
ing. We view G and all its subgroups as acting on the roots x .i
 .For a subgroup U of G let o U be the number of orbits of U. Set
n y o G p . .i
ind p s . .  G p : G p .  .0 iiG0
wThen, from Hilbert's different formula 17, IV, Sect. 2, Proposition 4; 18,
x w xIII.8.8 , together with the Riemann]Hurwitz genus formula 18, III.4.12 ,
we get
2 n y 1 s ind p , 1 .  .  .
p
 .where the sum is running over the ramified places of K t .
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We will also need an estimation of the function ind, which comes from
the relation between the different exponent and ramification index, see
w x  .18, III.5.1 . For this let o9 U be the number of orbits with length not
divisible by p. Then
ind p G n y o9 G p . 2 .  .  . .0
w x mLEMMA 2.1. Suppose f g K X is a polynomial of degree n s p of
affine type. If f has G2 finite branch points, then f has exactly 2 finite
branch points, p is odd, and the finite branch points are tamely ramified with
corresponding inertia groups of order 2.
 .  .Proof. The infinite place p of K t is totally ramified in K x .` 1
 .  .  .Therefore, G p is transitive. So 2 gives ind p G n. Now we need to0 `
look at the finite branch points. Let G be the inertia group associated0
with a finite ramified place p. We consider two cases. If the ramification is
 < <.wild that is, p divides G , then G contains an element of order p. If0 0
this element has a fixed point, then we can identify it as an element of
 .GL p . So the set of fixed points is a subspace of dimension at mostm
m y 1. In any case, such an element thus has at most pmy 1 fixed points.
 . my 1  . m my1In particular, o9 G F p , hence ind p G p y p . If, however, the0
ramification is tame, then G is generated by one element g of order d.0
 w x.  .  . . . .  .Then see 9, 3.4 ind p G d y 1 rd p y 1 rp n G 1r2 p y
. .1 rp n. So if there is at least one finite wildly ramified branch point, then,
 . m m my1  . . . mby 1 , p y 2 G p y p q 1r2 p y 1 rp p , hence p s 2. But if
my 1 w xp s 2, then the index of a tamely ramified point is at least p 9, 3.2 ,
and we get a contradiction. So all the finite ramification is tame. If p ) 5,
 .then any element of order G3 contributes at least 4r7 n, and each
 .involution at least 3r7 n, so there are at most 2 finite branch points, and
both must have inertia groups of order 2.
The case p s 2 does not occur, because the index of any element is
G1r2n. So we are left to look at p s 3 and 5.
If p s 5, then the index is G2r5n for an involution, G3r5n for an
element of order 4, and G16r25n for an element of odd order. The
< <latter follows from above for d ) 3. For s s d s 3 note that the only
possible eigenvalue of s in F is 1, so the number of fixed points of s is5
.at most nr25. We again see that there are only 2 finite branch points,
with inertia generators of order 2.
If p s 3, then the index is G1r3n for an involution, at least 2r3n for
 .an element of order 4 by an eigenvalue argument as above , and at least
104r135n ) 2r3n for an element s of prime order s ) 3 because
 . .GL 3 has no element of order s, so 5 fixes at most nr81 points . Note3
that no order is divisible by 3 by tame ramification. Again, the claim
follows easily.
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w xTHEOREM 2.2. Let K be a field of characteristic p, and f g K X be an
indecomposable polynomial of degree pm. Suppose that f is of affine type, and
that f has G2 finite branch points. Let A and G be the arithmetic and
geometric monodromy groups of f as defined abo¨e, and N be the minimal
normal subgroup of A. Then p is odd and f has exactly 2 finite branch points.
Further suppose that one of the following holds.
 .  < <.a GrN is a p9-group that is, p does not di¨ ide GrN ;
 .b f is indecomposable at infinity;
 .c m s 2.
Then the following hold:
 .  k .i m s 2k is e¨en and GrN is dihedral of order 2 p q 1 ;
 .  .  .ii If p is the infinite place of K t , then G p s NC where C is` 0 `
k  .cyclic of order p q 1. Furthermore, the higher ramification groups G pi `
 .  .satisfy G p s N and G p s 1 for i ) 1;1 ` i `
 .iii f is indecomposable at infinity, and f is indecomposable o¨er K ;
m .iv The genus of KL is p y 1.
Proof. G contains N, since N is the unique minimal normal subgroup
of A.
 .  .Let p and p be places of K t corresponding to the by Lemma 2.11 2
two finite branch points of f. By hypothesis and Lemma 2.1, we know that
 .  .p is odd, and that G p and G p each have order 2. In particular, the0 1 0 2
ramification is tame, so the higher ramification groups vanish because
. k i  .they are p-groups . Let p be the number of fixed points of G p . Then0 i
m k i .  .  .ind p s p y p r2. Now let p be the infinite place of K t , and seti `
 .   ..G s G p . Then G is transitive as p is totally ramified in K x .i i ` 0 ` 1
Furthermore, G is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G with G rG being a1 0 0 1
 .  w  .x.cyclic p9-group see 18, III.8.6 e and therefore is also transitive. Set
w x  .r s G : G . From 1 we get0 1
pm y o G .ik k1 2p q p r2 y 1 s 3 . .  w xG : G0 iiG1
pm y 1
G . 4 .
r
 .We contend that G s N. This is clear under the assumption a . So1
 .  .  .suppose that b or c holds. If m s 2, it follows from 4 that r G p q 1
 .since k F 1 . So an element in G of order r modulo N acts irreduciblyi 0
 .on N follows from looking at eigenvalues , in particular G is irreducible0
 .on N. This latter property holds also under the assumption b , for
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otherwise the orbits of a non-trivial G -invariant proper subgroup of N0
would form a system of imprimitivity for G , contrary to f being indecom-0
posable at infinity. Let Q be the centralizer of G in N. Note that Q is1
non-trivial because a p-group acting on a non-trivial p-group centralizes a
non-trivial subgroup. Also, Q is invariant under G because G and N0 1
.are . So Q s N because G is irreducible on N. But this implies G F N.0 1
So G s N because G is transitive.1 1
From that it follows that GrN is dihedral of order 2 r. Namely the
 .extension of the fixed field of N over K t is tamely ramified at three
points with corresponding inertia groups of order 2, 2, and r, whence GrN
is dihedral of order 2 r by the existence of a branch cycle description see
w x.  .6, XIII, Corollary 2.12 . Note that r G p q 1 ) 2 by 4 . Thus GrN is
non-abelian.
Since A acts irreducibly on N, it follows that G acts semisimply on N
and that A permutes transitively the G-homogeneous components on N.
Let Q be the kernel of the action of GrN on a G-irreducible submodule
M of N. Suppose that Q ) 1. Then the non-abelian dihedral group GrN
contains a non-trivial characteristic subgroup R F Q e.g., take the inter-
.section with the cyclic subgroup of index 2 in GrN . So R is trivial on N.
This contradiction shows that GrN is faithful on any G-irreducible
module of N. Hence m s 2k is even by Lemma 2.4 below. Also, the
generators of the inertia groups of the finite places are involutions which
are not central in GrN, so they have on N as often the eigenvalue 1 as y1
 .by Lemma 2.4. Hence k s k for i s 1, 2. So the inequality 4 yieldsi
r G pk q 1. We now claim that G acts irreducibly on N.0
We know already that G s N. Furthermore, G rN is the cyclic charac-1 0
teristic subgroup of GrN of index 2. As r G pk q 1, we get by Lemma 2.4
that r s pk q 1 and that G is irreducible on N.0
 .Putting this into Eq. 3 yields G s 1 for all i G 2. Since G isi 0
irreducible on N, it follows that f is indecomposable at infinity. G is the0
 .   .. .Galois group of f X y t over K t . In particular, G is irreducible on`
N, so G is primitive, and therefore f is indecomposable also over K.
The assertion about the genus follows immediately from the knowledge
of the higher ramification groups, together with Hilbert's different formula
and the Riemann]Hurwitz genus formula.
COROLLARY 2.3. If f is an indecomposable exceptional polynomial o¨er a
finite field, then f has at most 2 finite branch points.
 .Proof. If f belongs to class i in Theorem 1.1, then this follows from
w x  .  . w x5 . If f belongs to ii , then see Lemma 2.1. If f belongs to iii , then 10
shows that f has even at most 1 finite branch point.
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LEMMA 2.4. Let F be the finite field of order p, and D be a dihedralp
group of order 2 r G 6. Let M be a faithful and irreducible F D-module ofp
dimension m. Then m s 2k is e¨en. Further, each non-central in¨olution of
D has the eigen¨alues 1 and y1 each of multiplicity k. Let Z be the cyclic
subgroup of D of order r. If Z acts reducibly on M, then r N pk y 1. If Z is
irreducible on M, then r N pk q 1.
 :Proof. Let t g D be a non-central involution. Thus D s Z t . Then
either Z is irreducible on M, or M s M [ Mt with an irreducible1 1
 .F Z-module M . Identify D as a subgroup of GL M . In the latter casep 1
the assertion about the eigenvalues follows immediately. Also, Z acts
 .faithfully on M , so the algebra generated by Z in End M is a field of1 1
k  .order p Schur's Lemma , where Z is a subgroup of the multiplicative
group, hence r N pk y 1.
Now assume the former case. Then the algebra generated by Z in
 . mEnd M is a finite field F of order p . As F admits the involutory
automorphism t , m s 2k is even. The action of t on F s F 2 k is given byp
x ¬ x p k. But the equations x p k s x and x p k s yx each have k solutions
in F 2 k ; the claim about the eigenvalues follows. Now let g be a generatorp
of Z. As t inverts g, we have g p
k s gy1, hence g p kq1 s 1, therefore
kr N p q 1.
3. FIRST PROPERTIES OF fm
Throughout this section let K be a field of odd characteristic p, q a
power of p, m g K, and f be the polynomial of degree q2 as defined inm
Theorem 1.4. Let u be in some extension of K with u qy1 s m. We
sometimes write f for f and a for a . The propositions proved here willm m
be needed, among other things, to determine the ramification of the
 .branched cover of the projective line over K induced be sending x to f x ,
and to identify the geometric and arithmetic monodromy group of f.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Denote by f 9 the deri¨ ati¨ e of f with respect to X. Then
the following holds:
2f 9
2 2 qq1f y 4m s a ? . /m
Proof. We have
q .qy1 r2 q qa X X y m X y m q X y m X q m .  .  .
f 9 X s ym . . q2 X
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The tedious but straightforward verification of the proposition can be
 q .  .shortened by replacing X y m X rm with Y, and noting that a X s
2 2 .m Y q 2Y q 4 X q 1 .
Remark. Use the notation from Theorem 1.4. Then f Y s 2m3aqy3.r2.m m
This can be used to show that the polynomials f do not differ bym
 .composition with linear polynomials over any field containing K for
 . q 2  .different m. Suppose that f X s a f Xra q b q g . Then the firstm n
and second derivatives of f have degree q2 y q and q2 y 3q, respec-m
tively. Comparing the highest coefficients for the first two derivatives gives
 .qy3.r2  .qy3.r2  .  .a s 1. So a X s a X q b , hence a X s a X q b .m n m n
Now compare the coefficients of X qq1 in this equation, to conclude
m s n .
PROPOSITION 3.2. Define the auxiliary polynomial
q .qq1 r2 q qh X s a X y X y m X q m X y m X y m . .  .  .  .
Then the following holds.
22 q q 2f 9 X h X s 2m X y m X q 2m X q m X q 2m iu q m . .  .  .  . .
UigFq
 . qy1 qy1UProof. Use that  A q iB s A y B to compute the rightig Fq
hand side of the equation:
2q q 2X y m X q 2m X q m X q 2m iu q m .  . .
UigFq
qy1 qy122 q 2 q 2s 2m X y m X q m q 2m X q m X y 4m u .  .  . . /
qy12 2 qy1s 2m a X y m . . .
On the other hand,
qy1 2 2 qq qa X X y m X y m y X y m X q m .  .  .
f 9 X h X s ym . .  . q2 X
q  .After multiplying both sides with 2 X a X , the assertion follows after
some calculations.
Remark. Some more work also gives the factorization of f 9:
2 .  .qy1 r2 qy1 r2 qy1f 9 X s ym X q iu X q iu q iu q u . .  .  .  . .  /
UigFq
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Over fields of characteristic 0, a polynomial is easily seen to be indecom-
 .posable at infinity see Section 1 for this terminology if and only if the
degree is a prime. The following proposition shows that however in
positive characteristic p, most polynomials of p-power degree are inde-
composable at infinity.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let K be a field of positi¨ e characteristic p, and
w x m  . nf g K X be a monic polynomial of degree n s p . Suppose that f X y X
 . 2has degree n y d, where p, d s 1 and d - n. Then f is indecomposable at
infinity. In particular, the polynomials f are indecomposable at infinitym
 2 .where n s q and d s q y 1 .
 .Proof. Let x be a solution of f X y t s 0. Set y s 1rx, z s 1rt.
 .  .Complete the fields K x and K t with respect to the infinite place of
 .  w x.  ..  ..K x . We get the power series fields see 5 K y and K z . Suppose
 ..the proposition is wrong. Then there is an intermediate field K w , such
 ..  ..that y has degree a over K w , and w has degree b over K z , where
a , b ) 1 are powers of p with ab s pm. We have the relation y n y
 .  . n  .zg y s 0, where g Y is the reciprocal of f defined by Y f 1rY . In the
following we use the symbol e for unspecified non-zero elements of K.
Now w is a power series in y of lower degree a , and z is a power series
in w of lower degree b. Changing by a non-zero factor, we may assume
that the power series for z in w begins with w b. Then the series for w in y
starts with y a. Write
w s y a q e y aqa1 q . . .
and
z s w b q ew bqb1 q . . . .
Here we assume that w / y a and z / w b, otherwise obvious modifications
 .of the following work. We compute using that b is a power of p that
z s y n q e y nqa1 b q e y nqa b1
q ``terms of order bigger than n q min ab , a b .'' .1 1
On the other hand
zg y s y n . .
 . dThe assumption gives g y s 1 q e y q . . . . This shows that the next
non-zero monomial in z after y n has to have degree n q d, which is not
divisible by p. However, both n q ab and n q a b are divisible by p. So1 1
these two numbers must be equal, and the corresponding monomials need
to cancel out. Hence ab s a b and ab - d. But this implies n s1 1 1
2ab F ab a b - d , and the assertion follows.1 1
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q  2PROPOSITION 3.4. Let t be a ¨ariable, and set Y s X y m X, d s t y
2 qq1.qy1.r24m . Then
f X q iu y t s Y q 2 q A Y q q A Y q A . . 2 1 0
igFq
 q . q q q  qq1.with A s t y d t r2m , A s ym d , A s yt r2 y t y 2m r2 1 0
. q 22 d q m .
Proof. First note that replacing X by X q iu leaves Y invariant. Thus
the right hand side, which is of degree q in t with highest coefficient y1,
is invariant under replacing X by X q iu . So once we know that the
 .expressions f X q iu are distinct for different i, then the assertion
 .follows by degree reasons from showing that f X is a root of the right
hand side as a polynomial in t. In the following, we may assume that u is
transcendental over F . The identity from the proposition will than hold inp
general by specializing u . We have
 .qq1 r22 qy1 qq1a 0 q 4 iu y m . .
f 0 q iu s . q2 iu
 .qq1 r21 q 4 iu q 1 .2q yqy1s u
2 i
s u q 2yq y iu q 2yq q1 q ``higher order terms,''
 .so the f X q iu are clearly distinct for different i.
 .It remains to show that f X is a root of the right hand side. Note that,
qy1.r2 .qy1by Proposition 3.1, d becomes a f 9rm . Equipped with this
information, one can carry out the long computation and show that the
right hand side indeed vanishes.
4. THE RAMIFICATION OF fm
We keep the assumptions from the previous section. The finite branch
 .points are those l such that f X y l has multiple roots. We need the
following
LEMMA 4.1. Let t be a square root of m. Then
a X s X q q 2t X qq1.r2 q t 2 X q t 2 .  .
? X q y 2t X qq1.r2 q t 2 X q t 2 . .
 .If m is transcendental o¨er F , then the two factors are irreducible o¨er F t .p p
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Proof. Suppose that one of the factors is reducible. Then
X q " 2t X qq1.r2 q t 2 X q t 2 s X r q t w X X s q t w X , .  . .  .1 2
w xwhere r, s are positive with r q s s q, and w , w g F X with1 2 p
 .  .  .  .  .w X w X s X q 1. So, without loss, w X s c X q 1 and w X s1 2 1 2
 .1rc, with a non-zero constant c. Multiplying out gives r s q q 1 r2,
 . qy1.r2s s q y 1 r2. But then X has the non-zero coefficient ct , a
contradiction.
PROPOSITION 4.2. The finite branch points of f are l s 2t 2 qq1 andq
2 qq1 2 w xw xl s y2t . We ha¨e f y l s A B , where A , B g F t X arey " " " " " p
 2 .monic, with deg A s q and deg B s q y q r2." "
Proof. Let l be a branch point of f. Then l is the image under f of a
root of the derivative f 9, so l2 s 4t 22 qq1. by Proposition 3.1. Also,
Proposition 3.1 shows that
f y l f y l s A A C 2 , .  .q y q y
w xw xwhere A are the factors of a from Lemma 4.1, and C g F m X is" p
monic. Suppose for the moment that m is transcendental over F . Then, byp
Lemma 4.1, A divides one of the factors f y l ; without loss assumeq "
that it is f y l . Then A divides f y l . So the coprime polynomialsq y y
 .f y l rA , which are interchanged when replacing t by yt , need both" "
be squares of polynomials. From this the assertion follows. Now the result
also holds for algebraic m by specialization.
5. THE MONODROMY GROUPS OF fm
In this section, let K be any field characteristic p, and m g K. Let
qy1u g K be with m s u .
 .THEOREM 5.1. Suppose F : K. The Galois group G of f X y t o¨erq
 .  .K t is primiti¨ e and naturally identified with a subgroup of AGL q . If K is2
 .algebraically closed, then a point stabilizer of G is dihedral of order 2 q q 1 .
Proof. We know from Proposition 4.2 that f has exactly two finite
branch points. Also, f is indecomposable at infinity, in particular f is
indecomposable over K, so G is primitive.
 . 2Let H Y be the polynomial of degree q from Proposition 3.4. Let x ,k
2  . qk s 1, 2, . . . , q , be the roots of f X y t, and set y [ x y m x . The yk k k k
 .are the roots of the separable polynomial H Y . Thus G acts on the x ink
the same way as on the y . So we are done when we show that the Galoisk
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 .  .  .group of H Y over K t is a subgroup of AGL q . Set y [ y , and let2 1
2  .  .e , k s 1, 2, . . . , q , be the roots of the additive polynomial H Y y H 0 .k
 .Thus the roots of H Y are y q e , and the action of the Galois groupk
admits a semidirect product decomposition, where the normal subgroup
acts by translations with e , and the complement is the stabilizer of y,k
 42which thus acts F -linearly on the vector space e , e , . . . , e . So G Fq 1 2 q
 .AGL q as claimed. The second part about the point stabilizer of G2
follows from Theorem 2.2.
The following proposition makes the structure of possible arithmetic
 .monodromy groups of f which normalize G more precise.
 .PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A be a subgroup of AGL q , and G be a normal2
subgroup of A. Suppose that G is primiti¨ e and that the stabilizer G of a pointx
 .x is dihedral of order 2 q q 1 . Then the following holds. The elements on
which A acts can be identified with the elements of the field F 2 . The action ofq
the minimal normal subgroup N of G is by translations y ¬ y q c, c g F 2 .q
U  q2Further, let d g F be an element of order q q 1. Then G s y ¬ y , y ¬q x
:  q : U2dy and A s y ¬ y , y ¬ ey , where e g F has order a multiple r ofx q
 42q q 1. The orbits of A on F _ 0 ha¨e lengths r.x q
Proof. As A normalizes the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, it
 .is affine as well. We identify A with a subgroup of GL q , where thex 2
2  .latter group acts naturally on F . Let d g GL q be a generator of theq 2
cyclic subgroup of order q q 1 of G . Then d is irreducible on N byx
w xLemma 2.4. A normalizes the F -algebra R s F d . By Schur's Lemma,x q q
R can be identified with the field F 2 , and the statement about theq
structure follows quickly. To get the assertion about the orbit lengths, one
q  :has to show that the map y ¬ y leaves the orbits of y ¬ dy invariant.
q qy1 qy1 .But that is clear, as for y / 0 y s yy , and y is a power of d.
6. ESTABLISHING EXCEPTIONALITY
Let q be a power of the odd prime p, and K be a field of characteristic
p containing F . Denote the algebraic closure of K by K. Supposeq
0 / m g K. Set
f X y f Y .  .m m
F X , Y s . .m X y Y
The following proposition proves Theorem 1.4.
PROPOSITION 6.1. The irreducible factors of F o¨er K ha¨e degree q q 1.m
 .If m is not a q y 1 st power in K, then each of the irreducible factors of Fm
o¨er K has degree )q q 1.
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 .  .  .Let A and G be the Galois groups of f X y t over K t and K t ,
 .  .respectively. Let x be a root of f X y t, and let A or G be thex x
 .  .stabilizer of x in A or G . Then the degrees in X of the factors of F
 .over K or K are the same as the orbit lengths of the group actions of Ax
 .or G on the roots different from x. So the first part of the assertionx
follows from Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.2.
The other part requires a little more work. From now on suppose that m
 .  .is not a q y 1 st power in K. Let u be a q y 1 st root of m, so
w  . x  . Ud s K u : K ) 1. As quotients of the q y 1 st roots of m lie in F , theq
polynomial Zqy1 y m splits in factors of equal degree. So d is a divisor of
q y 1. Assume that F has a factor of degree q q 1 over K. Then every
 .irreducible factor of F X, Y has degree q q 1, this follows from
Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.2. As the homogeneous part of highest
 .q 2y1degree of F is X y Y , the homogeneous parts of highest degree
 .  .qq1of the irreducible factors w X, Y of F are X y Y . Thus, setting
Y s X decreases the X-degrees of these factors by at least 1. Note that
 .  . 2  .F X, X s f 9 X has degree q y q s q q y 1 . Thus for each w the
 .  . degree of w X, X is q. That means that f 9 X has a not necessarily
.irreducible factor of degree q.
 .Let x be any root of f 9 X . From Proposition 3.2 we get that
2q q 2x y m x q 2m x q m x q 2m iu q m s 0 .  .
U  .for some i g F . So u g K x . Hence an irreducible factor of f 9 which hasq
x as a root has degree divisible by d. So the degree of every factor of f 9 is
divisible by d. Thus d is a power of p. But d divides q y 1, a contradiction
to d ) 1.
7. INDECOMPOSABILITY OF POLYNOMIALS
AT INFINITY
In Section 2 we saw that indecomposability of polynomials at infinity
gave some restrictions on the monodromy group when it is affine. In this
section we prove a result which makes no assumption on the monodromy
group. The argument relies on the classification of the finite simple
groups.
 .  .For a finite group H let O H denote the possibly trivial maximalp
normal p-subgroup of H. Note that if H is a primitive affine permutation
 .group of degree a power of p, then O H is the minimal normal subgroupp
  .of H because the center of O H is transitive by primitivity, it isp
.  .self-centralizing in H . Further, for a finite group G, denote by F* G the
 .generalized Fitting subgroup of G. If G is as in our case a primitive
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 .permutation group, then F* G is the product of the minimal normal
 .subgroups of G, and F* G is easily seen to be the direct product of
isomorphic simple groups. In the following we use standard notation for
the finite simple groups.
THEOREM 7.1. Let G be a permutation group of degree n, which contains
 .a primiti¨ e subgroup H with HrO H cyclic. Then either n is prime orp
n s pm with m ) 1 and one of the following holds:
 .i G is affine;
 .ii G is S or A ;n n
 .  .iii F* G is the direct product of r ) 1 copies of a simple group L.
Either L s A m r r and r is di¨ isible only by primes di¨ iding pm r r y 1, orp
m s r and one of the following holds:
 .  .a L s PSL 11 or M , p s 11, and r is a power of 5;2 11
 .b L s M , p s 23, and r is a power of 11;23
 .  .  d .  .c L s PSL q with q y 1 r q y 1 s p, d an odd prime, andd
r a power of d.
 .Proof. If O H s 1, then H is cyclic, hence n is a prime. So assumep
 .  . mO H ) 1. Then N s O H is elementary abelian of order n s p andp p
transitive. From now on assume m ) 1, for otherwise we are done. Also
assume that A is not contained in G and that G is not affine.n
So G is primitive of degree pm. The Aschbacher]O'Nan]Scott classifi-
 w x. cation of the primitive groups see 1, Appendix; 13 shows that aside
.from the affine groups there are only two kinds of primitive groups which
can have prime power degrees, namely almost simple ones and subgroups
of wreath products in product action.
Suppose first that G is almost simple, with S being its unique minimal
normal subgroup, which is simple and non-abelian. The possibilities for S
 . m  q .  .are PSL q with d G 2, q a prime power, n s p s q y 1 r q y 1 , ord
 . w xPSU 2 with n s 27, see 7 . In all cases we have N F S, for otherwise S4
m < <would intersect N trivially, hence N would embed in GrS, so p F GrS ,
 . ewhich is not the case. We begin with S s PSL q , and write q s r withd
 .a prime r. Note that r / p . First suppose that ed / 2, and if r s 2, then
w xed / 6. Then Zsigmondy's theorem 19 gives the existence of a prime
which divides q d y 1 s r ed y 1, but does not divide r c y 1 for c - ed. Of
course, under our assumption this prime is just p. Let P be a Sylow
 .p-subgroup of SL q . Then every non-trivial element of P acts irreduciblyd
 c .or p would divide r y 1 for some c - ed . In particular, every elemen-
tary abelian subgroup of P acts irreducibly and so must be cyclic by
Schur's Lemma. In particular P contains no elementary abelian p-
subgroup of rank m, contrary to N F S. Now, if ed s 2, then e s 1,
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 .d s 2. But again the Sylow p-subgroup of PSL r is cyclic, a contradic-2
m  e . mtion. Finally, assume r s 2, ed s 6. So n s p s 63r 2 y 1 s p , hence
 .d s 2, q s 8. Again, a Sylow p-subgroup of PSL 8 is cyclic.2
 .S s PSU 2 cannot occur. Suppose it does, and let g g H be a genera-4
tor of H modulo N. Then g is irreducible on N, so the order of g divides
< <N y 1 s 26. Of course the order cannot be 2, so it is divisible by 13.
 .However, Aut S does not contain an element of order 13.
So we are left to deal with the case that G acts via a product action.
 .Then A s F* G is a direct product of r ) 1 copies of the simple
w xnon-abelian group L and m s br. By 7 , L is either as in the previous
 .paragraph or L s PSL 11 or M with p s 11, or p s 23, and L s M .2 11 23
Thus G : S b X S where the action is on the r-fold cartesian product ofp r
sets of size pb, m s br, and r ) 1.
 .The components of A are transitively permuted by G by primitivity .
As N is a minimal normal subgroup of H, either N F A or N l A s 1.
Suppose the latter holds. Then N embeds in S . But it is well known andr
. < <easy to prove that the highest p-power dividing S s r! is at mostr
rr py1. br < < rr py1.  .p . So we get p s N F p , hence b F 1r p y 1 , which is
nonsense. Thus N F A. Since H is primitive, it follows that H transitive
on the r conjugates of the normal subgroup L of A.
Let N be the projection of N in the ith component of A. Theni
X s N N . . . N is normalized by H, so HX is primitive with N F X F1 2 r
 .  .O HX . As O HX is still regular, X s H, so N s N N . . . N . Letp p 1 2 r
g g H generate HrN, and let rs be the order of g. As g is irreducible on
r  b .N, it follows that g acts irreducibly on each N and so s N p y 1 . Thus,i
by the simple case proved above, either b s 1 or L s A b.p
We claim that every prime divisor of r divides s. If not, write r s r r1 2
 . r1 swith r maximal such that r , s s 1. Then r s divides p y 1 and r2 2 1 2
divides p f y 1, where f is the multiplicative order of p modulo r . So2
rs s r sr divides pr1 s f y 1. Since f - r , it follows that an element of1 2 2
order rs cannot act irreducibly on the rs-dimensional space N. This proves
the claim.
w xbFinally, assume that L / A and so b s 1. By 7 , we know that eitherp
 .  .  d .  .L s M , M , PSL 11 , or L s PSL q with p s q y 1 r q y 1 . To23 11 2 d
the action of L on one component is associated a conjugacy class of
 .subgroups of index p in L the set of point stabilizers . Let J = L be the
 . rsubgroup of Aut L which normalizes this conjugacy class. Then since g
normalizes a Sylow p-subgroup of L, it follows that s divides the order of a
Sylow p-normalizer in J. If L s M , this implies that s N 11 and if23
 .L s PSL 11 or M , then this implies that s N 5. Hence r is a power of s2 11
in all cases.
 .  d .  . uSo assume that L s PSL q with p s q y 1 r q y 1 . Write q s td
 u¨with t prime. First note that d is a prime, for if d s u¨ , then p s q y
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.  u .. u .  ..1 r q y 1 q y 1 r q y 1 . We contend that u is a power of d.
Suppose wrong, and let the prime ¨ / d divide u and set z s t u r ¨. Then
 .  .p s F z F z , with F the jth cyclotomic polynomial. However,¨ d d j
 .  .  d.  .F z ) d ) 1 and F z s F z rF z ) 1, a contradiction.d ¨ d ¨ ¨
We first show that d / 2. If so, then p s q q 1, whence t s 2 and
u s 2 e. If q s 4, then L s A so we may assume that q ) 4. The5
normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup in J has order 2 pu. Thus, r is a power
 rr2 . of 2. Since 4u N q, it follows that 2ur N p y 1 . For if r 9 is a power
2 r 9  r 9 . r 9 .of 2, then p y 1 s p y 1 p q 1 , and the second factor is divisible
by 2, but not by 4. So induction on r 9 gives that 4ur divides pr y 1 s
 rr2 . rr2 . .p y 1 p q 1 . So the element g of order rs dividing 2ur cannot
act irreducibly on the Sylow p-subgroup of A, a contradiction.
So d is an odd prime. Since u is a power of d and the normalizer of a
Sylow p-subgroup in J has order pdu, it follows by the remarks above that
r is a power of d.
w xRemark. This result extends a theorem of Mortimer 14 , where H is
 .assumed to be the full affine group AGL p , and the recent result ofm
w x  m.Berger 2 , where H s AGL p .1
As a consequence we obtain the fact that indecomposability of polyno-
mials at infinity gives a strong constraint on possible monodromy groups.
w xCOROLLARY 7.2. Let K be any field, and f g K X be indecomposable at
 .  .infinity. Let G be the Galois group of f X y t o¨er K t , and n the degree of
f. Then G satisfies the conclusion of the pre¨ious theorem.
Proof. Let H be an inertia group associated to the infinite place of
 .K t . By assumption, H is primitive. Let p be the characteristic of K.
 .Then HrO H is cyclic, so the assertion follows from Theorem 7.1.p
There is yet another direction to see that indecomposability at infinity is
a strong condition. A polynomial over a field of characteristic p and
exponents of X which are all either 0, 1, or divisible by p obviously has no
finite branch points. The following theorem shows that such a polynomial
must be decomposable at infinity.
w xTHEOREM 7.3. Let K be any field, and f g K X be indecomposable at
infinity and of degree different from the characteristic of K. Then f has at least
one finite branch point.
Proof. We use the setup and results from Section 2. Suppose that f has
no finite branch points, and let G , i s 0, 1, . . . , be the higher ramificationi
 .groups of a place of the splitting field of f X y t lying above the infinite
 .place of K t . Then G is primitive. If G s 1, then G is transitive of0 1 0
degree n s deg f , and the ramification at infinity is tame. So the contribu-
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tion from infinity to the Riemann]Hurwitz genus formula is too small.
Thus G ) 1, the degree of f is a power of pm of the characteristic of K,1
 .and G s O G is transitive and elementary abelian. The higher ramifi-1 p 0
cation groups are normalized by G . But G is primitive, so G acts0 0 0
irreducibly on G . Let j be the biggest index with G s G . Hence G s 11 1 j i
w xfor i ) j. Set r s G : G . From Section 2 we have0 1
pm y o G p . .im2 p y 1 s , .  riG0
hence
pm y 1
mp y 1 s j ,
r
wtherefore j s r. But then G centralizes G s G by 17, IV, Sect. 2,0 r 1
x mCorollary 1 , so G s G , thus p s p.0 1
8. APPENDIX
8.1. A Generalization of the Carlitz]Wan Conjecture
Let f : X ª Y be a non-constant separable morphism between smooth
projective curves X and Y of degree n, where f , X, and Y are all defined
over the field F of cardinality q and characteristic p. Then we say that fq
is exceptional over F if the varietyq
V [ x , x g X = X N f x s f x 4 .  .  .1 2 1 2
has no absolutely irreducible component other than the diagonal defined
over F . If f is a polynomial, this can be stated more explicitly: everyq
  .  ..  .irreducible factor of f x y f y r x y y over F is reducible over theq
algebraic closure.
Let A be the arithmetic monodromy group of the cover i.e., A is the
 .  ..Galois group of the Galois closure of F X N F Y . Let G denote theq q
geometric monodromy group of A G is the normal subgroup of A acting
.trivially on constants}so ArG is cyclic . Then A and G act on the set of
 .  .n conjugates of a generator for F X N F Y . Let V denote this set. It isq q
well known and easy to show that exceptionality is precisely equivalent to
the condition that A and G have only the diagonal as a common orbit on
V = V.
w xIf Y has genus zero, then it was shown in 5 that this is also equivalent
 .  .to f being bijective from X k to Y k for k any finite extension of F ofq
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degree relatively prime to e where all irreducible components of V are
w xedefined over F . In 5 , it was also shown that for any genus of Y, f wasq
 . w xbijective off branch points and their inverse images . Lenstra 11 proved
that the genus zero restriction can be removed. Conversely, f bijective
 .  . < <from X k to Y k for k sufficiently large implies that f is exceptional.
We give two elementary proofs of a generalization of the Carlitz]Wan
conjecture about degrees of exceptional polynomials over F . The conjec-q
ture asserts that the degree is relatively prime to q y 1. This was first
w x proved in 5 for characteristic )3 for exceptional polynomials with a
. w xtotally ramified F -point as a consequence of Theorem 1.1. Lenstra 11q
then gave an elementary proof of the Carlitz]Wan conjecture which did
w x not use the deep group theory of 5 including the classification of finite
. w xsimple groups . We refer the reader to 5 for background about the
conjecture.
w x Lenstra 11 observed that the decomposition group in the totally
.ramified case inherits the group theoretic property. Since the decomposi-
tion group is solvable, it is considerably easier to deal with. This is also the
basis of our proofs.
The proofs given here do not assume the existence of a totally ramified
point. The conclusion is that the local degree is prime to q y 1. If there is
a totally ramified point, then the local degree is the degree of the cover.
We give the proofs using the language of group theory}using quite
elementary properties. As Lenstra observed, much of this can be elimi-
nated, but we feel that this is the proper setting. The second proof is more
w xin the spirit of 5 which reduces to the indecomposable case. We state it
field theoretically rather than geometrically.
8.2. The First Proof
Notation. Let f : X ª Y be a separable branched cover of degree n of
smooth projective curves X and Y with X, Y, and f all defined over the
finite field F . Let p denote the characteristic of F . Let x be an F -pointq q q
 .of X with f x s y. Let n9 denote the local degree of the extension after
completing at x.
Choose a point z in the Galois closure over x. Let D be the decomposi-
 .tion group of z. Let I be the inertia group of z and J its normal Sylow
p-subgroup. Further, let F e be the residue field at z.q
The next result is well known and standard.
 .LEMMA 8.1. a J is normal in D;
 . ab IrJ is cyclic of order m with m prime to p, where n9 s m9p is the
degree of the extension obtained after completing at x and m9 N m;
 . q ec If g g D induces the Frobenius automorphism a ¬ a on F andq
h g I, then ghgy1 ' hq mod J.
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 .  . w x  .Proof. For a and b see 17 . In order to prove c , we may complete
at z. Let B be the corresponding valuation ring in the completion of the
.Galois closure , and p be a uniformizing parameter for B. Then D acts on
B, and I or J are the subgroups of D which act trivially on Brp B or
2 y1 .  .Brp B, respectively. We have g p s up and h p s bp for units
 . q  .  .u, b g B. The hypothesis gives g b ' b mod p . Also, h up s
 .  2 .h u bp ' ubp mod p , hence
ghgy1 p s gh up ' g bup .  .  .
s g b g up ' bqp ' hq p mod p 2 , .  .  .  .
w  .xand the result follows from 17, IV, Sect. 1, Lemma 1 c .
We now prove a generalization of the Carlitz]Wan conjecture. We no
longer assume that there exists a totally ramified point over F . We use theq
following elementary group theoretic lemma which is a very minor general-
w x  w x.ization of 5, 13.1 the proof is essentially the same as given in 5 .
LEMMA 8.2. Let G be a normal subgroup of the finite group A with ArG
cyclic. Let sG be a generator of ArG. Suppose A acts on the finite set G. Let
 .  . < <x a denote the number of fixed points of a on G. Then  x sg s G e,g g G
where e is the number of common orbits of A and G on G.
THEOREM 8.3. Let f : X ª Y be a separable exceptional branched co¨er-
ing of smooth projecti¨ e cur¨ es X and Y of degree n. With notation as abo¨e,
 .gcd n9, q y 1 s 1.
Proof. Let A denote the arithmetic monodromy group of the cover
  .  ..i.e., the Galois group of the Galois closure of F X N F Y . Let Gq q
denote the geometric monodromy group i.e., those elements in A acting
.trivially on constants . Associated to the cover, there is a natural faithful
and transitive permutation representation of A of degree n on the
 .  .conjugates G of a generator of F X N F Y .q q
Pick some u g G, and let G9 denote the subset of G consisting of the
D-orbit of u . Then G9 has size n9 since D is the local Galois group after
w x.completing at z; see 17, II, Sect. 3, Corollary 4 . Note that G9 is also an
 .  .I-orbit, since the residue fields in F X and F Y both have orderq q
q}thus, the local degree does not change after passing to the algebraic
closure. The fact that x and y are both F -points also implies thatq
 .A s GD since the fixed fields of D and A coincide on constants . Thus,
we may choose s g D with sG a generator for ArG.
Since the cover is exceptional, it follows by the group theoretic formula-
tion of exceptionality and Lemma 8.2 that sg has a unique fixed point on G
for every g g G. Thus, for each g g I, sg has at most one fixed point on
G9. It follows from Lemma 8.2 that each sg, g g I has exactly one fixed
 .point on G9 and so none outside G9 .
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Since I is transitive on G9 of degree n9 s m9pa, it follows that each
orbit of J on G9 has size pa and that IrJ is transitive on V the set of
J-orbits on G9. Let J be the subgroup of I acting trivially on V. Thus,1
M [ IrJ is a cyclic transitive group on V and so has order m9. In1
particular, no nonidentity element of M has fixed points.
Since sq has a unique fixed point on G9, it has at least one fixed point
on V as well for each g g I. It follows by Lemma 8.2 that sg has a unique
 .fixed point on V as well. In particular, C s must fix this point, whenceM
 . y1 qC s s 1. Since sws s w for every w g M, it follows that 1 sM
 .  .gcd m9, q y 1 s gcd n9, q y 1 .
COROLLARY 8.4. Let f : X ª Y be a separable exceptional branched
co¨ering of smooth projecti¨ e cur¨ es X and Y of degree n o¨er F . Assumeq
 .that x g X is an F -point of X and that y s f x is an F -point of Y that isq q
 .totally ramified. Then gcd n, q y 1 s 1.
Proof. Since y is totally ramified, n s n9. Apply Theorem 8.3.
Corollary 8.4 for the case of exceptional polynomials is the Carlitz]Wan
w xconjecture, as proved by Lenstra 11 .
8.3. The Second Proof
w xIn this section, we give a proof that follows the outline in 5 but using
the observation of Lenstra that the decomposition group inherits the
property. Thus, we obtain a minimal counterexample, but only need to
deal with solvable groups. Of course, the conclusion is only about the
degree and we obtain no information other than the fact that the local
degree is relatively prime to q y 1.
Let A be a finite group with a normal subgroup G such that ArG is
generated by the coset sG. Let V be an A-set satisfying:
 .i A is transitive on V;
 .ii Each element of sG has a unique fixed point on V.
 .We say A, G, V is exceptional if the above conditions are satisfied.
Note that this implies that G is transitive on V and that this is indepen-
dent of the choice of the generator for ArG. Let H be the stabilizer in A
of a point in V. Then, we may identify V with the coset space ArH.
LEMMA 8.5. Assume that G is a normal subgroup of A with ArG
 .generated by sG. Let H : H be subgroups of A. Then A, G, ArH is1 2 1
 .  .exceptional if and only if A, G, ArH and H , G l H , H rH are both2 2 2 2 1
exceptional.
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Proof. First consider the forward implication. Then, sg has a unique
fixed point on ArH for each g g G, whence at least one on ArH .1 2
 .Thus, G is transitive on ArH by Lemma 8.2 and so A s GH . Thus, we2 2
 .may assume that s g H . It follows from Lemma 8.2 that A, G, ArH is2 2
 .  .exceptional. Note that s G l H generates H r G l H . Thus, sg has a2 2 2
unique fixed point on H rH for every g g G l H and we have proved2 1 2
the forward implication.
Conversely, assume that the two triples are exceptional. We claim that
sg has a fixed point for every g g G. By assumption, sg has a fixed point
on ArH . Thus, we may assume sg g H . The fact that the last triple is2 2
exceptional implies that sg is conjugate to an element of H as desired.1
 .Now Lemma 8.2 shows that A, G, ArH is exceptional.1
Let K be a function field over the finite F . So K is a finitely generatedq
 .field over F of transcendence degree 1. Let c K denote the constants ofq
K, i.e., the algebraic closure of F in K.q
Let L N K be a finite separable extension of function fields over F . Theq
arithmetic monodromy group A of L N K is the Galois group of M N K
where M is the Galois closure of L N K. The geometric monodromy group
 . G of L N K is the normal subgroup of A acting trivially on c M or
equivalently, the Galois group of FM N FK , where F is the algebraic
..closure of F .q
We say that a finite separable extension L N K is exceptional over F ifq
 .  .  :c L s c K s F and if A s s, G has the property that each elementq
of sG has a unique fixed point on the set of cosets ArH where H is the
subgroup of A acting trivially on L.
Of course, this definition is inspired by the group theoretic formulation
for an exceptional cover. An F -place on K is a discrete rank one valuationq
on K such that the residue field of the valuation ring is F .q
 .  .LEMMA 8.6. Let L N K be an extension with c L s c K s F . Let u beq
an F -place of K. Let ¨ be an F -place of L extending u and w an extension ofq q
¨ to the Galois closure M. Let D be the decomposition group of w and I the
inertia group. Let H be the subgroup of A which is tri¨ ial on L. Then
 .A s GD, I : G, and D s H l D I.
Proof. Since D is the Galois group of M N K , it follows that the fixedw u
 .field of D on c M is precisely F , whence A s GD. Clearly, I : G.q
w xSet n9 s D : D l H . This is the degree of the local extension L N K .¨ u
On the other hand, since the residue fields are both F , n9 is also theq
w xdegree of the extension after tensoring with F. Hence n9 s I : I l H
and the last statement holds.
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LEMMA 8.7. Assume that L N K is F -exceptional with Galois closure M.q
Let u be an F -place of K. Let ¨ be an F -place of L extending u and w anq q
extension of ¨ to the Galois closure M. Let D be the decomposition group of
  ..w. Then D, D l G, Dr D l H is exceptional.
Proof. Let sG be a generator for GrA. We may assume that s g D
 .  .since A s GD . So each element in s D l G has a unique fixed point
 .on ArH. Clearly, Dr D l H embeds in ArH. Thus, every element of
 .  .s D l G has at most one fixed point on Dr D l H . Since I is transitive
 .on Dr D l H by Lemma 8.6 and I : D l G, it follows by Lemma 8.2
 .  .that each element of s D l G has a unique fixed point on Dr D l H
as desired.
The previous lemma says that L9 N K 9 is F -exceptional where L9 is theq
fixed field of D l H and K 9 is the fixed field of D. The degree of this
w xextension is n9 s L : K . Moreover, since D is a decomposition group,¨ u
this extension has a totally ramified point.
We now prove the generalization of the Carlitz]Wan conjecture. The
previous lemmas essentially say that one can reduce to the case that
A s D and that the field extension is minimal. These two reductions show
that a minimal counterexample would be of prime degree with A a
Frobenius group}this is a case that is easily handled.
THEOREM 8.8. Assume that L N K is F -exceptional with Galois closure M.q
Let u be an F -place of K. Let ¨ be an F -place of L extending u and w anq q
 .extension of ¨ to the Galois closure M. Then gcd n9, q y 1 s 1 where
w xn9 s L : K .¨ w
< <Proof. Choose a counterexample with n q A minimal.
Let H be the subgroup of A with fixed field L. Consider the extension
L9 N K 9 where L9 is the fixed field of D l H and K 9 is the fixed field of D.
Note that D is the Galois group of M N K 9. It follows by the previous
 .  .lemma that D, D l G, V is exceptional where V s Dr D l H .
Let M9 denote the Galois closure of L9 N K 9 and let N be the Galois
group of M N M9. So N is a normal subgroup of D}indeed, N is the
intersection of the D-conjugates of D l H. So N acts trivially on V. Thus,
  . .DrN, D l G NrN, V is exceptional. Note that DrN is the arithmetic
 .monodromy group of L9 N K 9. We claim that D l G NrN is the geomet-
 .ric monodromy group of L9 N K 9. If d g D is trivial on c M9 , then there
 . exists y g N such that d and y agree as automorphisms on c M since N
 .  .. y1maps onto the Galois group of c M N c M9 . Thus dy g G l D and
 .d g D l G N as claimed.
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It follows by definition that L9 N K 9 is F -exceptional. Note thatq
w x w xL9 : K 9 s D : D l H . Since D is the Galois group of M N K and Lw u ¨
w xis the fixed field of D l H, L9 : K 9 s n9. Thus, we may assume that
w xA s D and n9 s L : K .
Suppose there is an intermediate field E between K and L. It follows
by Lemma 8.5 that L N E and E N K are both exceptional. So by minimality
L N K is a minimal extension. So we may assume both that A s D and that
L N K is a minimal extension. This implies that D is a primitive permuta-
tion group of degree n. Let J be the normal Sylow p-subgroup of I. In
particular, J is normal in D. Since D is primitive, this implies that J is
trivial or transitive. In the latter case, n s pa for some a and the result
holds. Otherwise, J s 1. Thus, I is cyclic and DrI is cyclic. Again, since D
< <is primitive, every normal subgroup is transitive. This implies that I s n
 .is prime with n / p .
 :It follows by Lemma 8.1 that D s s, t where t generates I and
y1 q  .sts s t . If n N q y 1 , this implies that D is abelian, whence D s I
 .since D is contained in the normalizer of a Sylow n-subgroup of S .n
Obviously, this contradicts the exceptionality assumption.
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